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Content Warning Statement
Please note :
Pieces in this collect ion deal w ith various topics such as
suicide , mental illness, and drug abuse . Those pieces that
do have been marked on this contents page with an asterisk
(*) for the reader's awareness .
The placement of content warnings is not a matter of
coddling a generat ion that is exceptionally sensitive . Rather,
they are put in place because we feel we are more aware of
what people have gone through and of the issues they may
be dealing with .
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J a mie Mag id

Kids These Days
Let's go
Right now
Let's be
Without justification
Entirely
What's wrong with our generation?
You tell me
It's the ones who are asking
Who are the ones that are acting
Like they already know
While we struggle to stay afloat
In the rising waters of the world they've flooded
Now you're telling me I should want a house
Well all I want is not to drown
In the economy that you melted down
We're the ones who'll say we're oh so Done
Even as we keep on trying .
.
. .
Our "Fuck its" and "who cares" don't do any JOb of hiding
That we try
We die
We cry
All oh so hard
And guess what
We're the ones with the digital eyes
.
And their livestreams that reach almost worldwide
Even though we're the ones stuck with what we got
Just watch
We'll be the ones to save th is dumb old flying rock
While you sit back and make fun
Of my generation
Saying "oh we ' re so dumb"
8

With that shallow picture of me that I took myself
But look whose grandkids will get to see her 16 year old self
And look whose youth is preserved in memory
To be seen the way I want it to be
And look whose social networks bring them all around the
world
And Now look who still thinks every human has to be a boy
or a girl
Look who screwed the world for the next generations
Without even knowing how to send an email
Congratulations
To you
Millennial bashers
Economy crashers
The ones we're all here just to clean up after
You might think you know us
But we know you too
And you've got no right left to judge what we do
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One Class's Response
Undrafted writing from the morning after the election.

November 7th, 2016
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I dream with eyes wide open to mend a world so broken.
This world is broken
This body is wounded
Our system needs repair
Or else we'll just despair
What have we brought to
What in God's name have
We are doomed to repeat
We are doomed to repeat

ourselves?
we done?
our mistakes .
our mistakes.

The tumor is now exposed .
The cancer is spreading now .
W e need to heal ourselves.
I wish I knew just how .
But patience
Patience wi ll
Patience will
And patience

will win the world.
heal the wounds.
bring us close
will get us through.

I dream with eyes wide open to mend a world so broken .
Franklin

Hatred won this year.
Racism, sexism and
Bigotry. They won.
Emma
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Cliche
Treat people around you how you w ant to be t rea t ed .
love like you never loved before.
Annonymous

GPS is ready "click"
Legs move loosely
Not knowing what's to come
Shoulders tighten, core sways
Feet sync with each beat in my ear
Unconsciously communicating together
Crisp air coats my lungs
As I prepare my breathe
To yell "behind you" to
Oblivious pedestrians who
Move too slowly and
Take up the entire width of the
Sidewalk with their egos and sidewalk
Entitlement. Be a little more nimble .
I wonder if we'd get along if I weren't
Running down a sidewalk searchin for a PR
And dreaming about the ma rathon finish line.
Probabl y not .

Paige
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Escapism

I know why people run .
Why people dream.
Why realities stay away
From one another.
Why cellphones are
Trust companions.
Why dance floors fill
To avoid sorrow.
Why travel is a luxury .
Why my house is
Losing its walls.
I feel so stuck it's torture .
Society's straight jacket.
It's all around and
There's no avoiding it .
Even the sky is still.
Where the clouds used to roam.
I have to escape .
I don't even know why I stay.
My world can be everywhere.
I can run.
Just not from myself .
Curtis
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I want to be kind to someone.
I want to tell the ones close to me that I love them.
I want to read more, write more, educate myself m o re.
I want to fight back against hatred.
I want o use words to heal.
I want to be as good a person as possible.
I want to find faith in America, in humanity.
I want to see beauty again.
I want to move forward, not backwards.
I want to fight for what is right .
I want what we don't have today.
Connor
Here
Break backs.
Take pieces of things
Take measurements of things
And break back
The single malt whiskey
Burns bright
Breaks strong.
Dawn breaks.
Annonymous
Forgiveness Dogs
Surely goodness and mercy
Shall follow us all the days of our liv es
Its out there following us
Look over your shou ld er
Down the alley
The sun is father
The moon is mother
The luminaries light the way.
Chris
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Swing State
They said it could go either way,
But I knew better .
I knew that the place where I grew up
Was filled with hard-hearted conservatives.
I knew that the KKK used to be centralized
In a town just up the road.
I knew about the rebel flags and
Lawn signs pledging to "Make America Great Again."
When I heard that # FloridaDecides,
I knew it was over.
But who knows,
With a climate change denier in office,
My shallow swing state might be swallowed up by the sea.
Arielle

I have a little sister. She 's fifteen with a beautiful mind and kind soul. She
likes Pokemon a little too intensely, and knows to find value anything. I
know others won't willingly see the cherishable qualities in her as I do,
and that's what makes this election season so difficult.
A girl at fifteen, with no idea as to what to do with her life, her potential,
hear anything pertaining to herself is hated not for her character or
actions, but for the slant of her eyes and her second x chromosome . This
is the world she was placed in. This is the world where she will continue
to live.
Alana

The sun will always rise.
The sky is always blue .
The world will never change.
Th e rest is on you.
Unafraid
Cause fist still hurt
From unfriendly strangers
Though, I may be gay
I don't feel in danger.
Stephanie
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Loyal -- Companion
I feel myself falling into cliches
Like the rabbit in Alice in Wonderland,
I am late, but not that kind of
Late where my stomach swells for months
On end. But the late that I fear that I
Will not make it to on time, time a
Phenomenon we hate too much of or
Not enough of. Too much time for
Donald Trump to shut down every construction that
Gives people rights, not enough time for the voices
Of Slippery rock to be heard
I'm late , I'm late for a very
Important date
With no time to say hello to my future
And a fear that saying goodbye to my
Past will leave me in the present
Where will I land when I fall, not
In his arms because I have a culture
Running through my blood that he disagrees
With the blood that runs between my
Legs when I find out I am not late, an area
He does not want to respect, he thinks that
Is an object for the taking but not the keeping.
What is the definition of lov e,
I mean everyone does have a definition
But I think we have forgotten the premise
Of love, that love does not have a specif ic
Body type in which the stomach is flat and
Thheass is not. Love does not value the materials,
w ere we
Have gotten confused, loving materials over
People. Fuck that.

Anger swells me! Anger consumes me!
But anger is the faithful companion
Molly
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but you see this is

of fear.

Rage.
Disappointment,
disgust .
But knowing freedom has given me a window
To let light in now that the door has closed.
I know what freedom is.
I can see sunlight, and I will not let it go.
I know what I am fighting for when I
Step outside and see haunted eyes,
When I look in the mirror and see my
Own haunted face .
Hate like a dagger in the heart of a
Nation built on hope,
Letting out all that black blood ,
Letting in the light on its dark corners
Shut the fuck up with your dirty mouth
Infected hands clawing open my chest
And covering my mouth so I can't scream .
Watch out for my bite,
Because I will not take this lying down,
As much as the majority of my nation
Now believes I should.
I know freedom, in light, and they are not
Leaving me anytime soon .
Disappointment,
disgust .
Rage .
But also knowing when to open the window and rebel on the door .
Nicole
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Rebel against America's soliloqu e
Our home gone
Fallen in chaos
The dogs howl
And books scream in angui sh.
Broken home
Divided by colors
Pink and blue
Black and white
Rainbow
Oh God, nothing is ever
Black and white
But we like to think it is
Those who know rebel against us
Our hopes
Our dreams
Impenetrable
Are full of holes
A train could travel through .
Sabrina
Family Kindness
I want to be kind to someone .
I want to tell the ones close to me that I love them
I want to read more, write more, educate myself m.o re .
I want to fight back against hatre d.
I want o use words to heal.
I want to b e as good a per son as possible.
I want to find faith in Am e rica, in humanity.
I want to see beauty again .
I want to move forward, not backwards.
I want to fight for what is right.
I want what we don't have today.
Conn o r
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A broken map, red bl eeding through
blue, sincerely, tears . A voice . Over aga in.
And over again . Again, a drop
past hope, past Pennsylvania .
Philadelphi a in 2013-Benton
all my life,
afraid, young, pretending.
Not knowing, not there, (not gay) .
My brother broke his arm riding a threewheeler : illegal and dumped, now.
Illegal and dumped , now, "can't come in ," now ,
"hope you don't plan to stay," now,
"hope you're not still gay," now,
still, now, afraid, now, (betr ayed now)
(Unafraid, how?)
Adam
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Bree Wisniewski

*That Picture of Us In Our Living Room That I Hate
Your pipe clogs my throat
but you won't
let the window down . Mom
is reading in the back ignoring
us fighting over radio stations.
The blood from wh en drake d ie d, stains
t he trunk so no one looks
back there anymore.
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Bree Wisniewski

*Catholic

school gave me acid reflux

I'm going down to the church
where my mother
got beat,
where my brother tried
drugs for the first
time . Passed
the street where his dad
OD'd . His dad OD'd,
then the next guy after him
went to jail. I'm going down
down to this church.
I remember
one time my mother
took me to a carnival,
we saw him, the first one.
She took me by the arm and hid
behind the tent with the Smallest Woman in the World.
His kids and new wife ran
into the tent.
The track marks on his arms
peaked out from his sleeves,
looking back at my five year old eyes,
I'm going down to this church--
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Tesneem

EI-Alami

Unfair Judgment

;

When I was in fifth grade, I had a teacher who taught my
class and I math and Islamic studies . He was the greatest
teacher I could ever ask for. He was cool and could connect
with his students well. He taught the class cool tricks we
could learn to help us remember equations . He also taught
us the stories of the Prophet Muhammed
in ways where we
thought we could never forget them. He was a great teacher
and a mentor: always calm, collected, and very ki~d.
One day, he didn't come to school. We had substitute
teachers for math and Islamic Studies and the day went
along as usual. At that time I didn't think anything of it .
Having substitute teachers ~as normal and just meant he
Wasprobably sick or something. It wasn't until the next day,
when he was still absent, that I had asked my mother what
w_aswrong. I had thought that he was st ill sick, so the news
hit me hard. My mother told me on our hour drive back
home that he had gotten arrested the previous d ay. She
hadn't told me what for, but I had made the assumption that
my teacher had been another victim of unfair judgment .
At the time, the country was still mourning over the loss of
the_Twin Towers and the government was taking people from
their homes and putting them in jail. One of those people
was my teacher . They accused him of planning to bomb
shopping malls and shoot the customers there. They took
him to court and with no evidence of any kind. They put him
in solitary confinement for seventeen years and then house
arrest after he got out.
Being the fifth grader that I was, I didn 't know how or what
to feel. I was surprised that they chose the kindest man on
earth to accuse of planning to do someth ing so horrible .
For thatweek, the school had news vans o utside and people
wanted statements from both the school and the mosque
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that he frequented . But sooner rather than later, the media
died down . Once they got all the information needed to
scare people, they left. There was about two and half days of
news before the teacher was forgotten about.
During that time, I had lost a friend. Don 't get me wrong,
he was no more than a teacher, but he was close enough to
his students that he felt like a close friend . And it created a
wound, a wound that is still tender to this day . A wound that
I don't think will ever go away, until the government realizes
that being scared doesn't mean you can punish people
without any evidence .
I'm not telling this story to make people feel bad or pity me.
But I'm doing so, to let people know that this is something
that happened. I'm telling this story to inform everyone who
reads it that, this didn't just happen to one person. This
happened to lots of Muslims across the country. Now, I'm
sure that some of those people actually did have evidence of
doing or planning to do harmful things. But the majority of
them were and probably still are being punished for things
they wouldn't dare think of doing .
As Muslims we believe that killing one pe rson is the
equivalent of killing all of mankind. There is no religion that
supports the death of people. So the next time the media
tries to blame religion, realize how much the media lies
and think for yourself . Don't let the media tell you how you
should feel.
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Gaucher

Lauren Dausch

Here I Am
This morning I read poetry, and my body whispered
'where are you?'
My hands grasped for the faded rug-then
chopped
in chunks, aligned.
Shirt flopped from the inversion,
and my feet found air.

head, then self,

'Don't leave me'
is the prayer that echoes noiselessly within my body .
It is persistent, warm and sticky,
always tinged with red .
My face pumped with pulsepounding and p ressured
while my dog was dream -yipping on the ceiling
in a puddle of sunlight.
'Here I am, here I am'
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Sophia Lynch

Cats Aren't Cats
This isn't a very popular subject, but there was a time (long
ago) when cats looked nothing like the creatures we share
our homes with today . In fact, they didn't look much like
anything at all to the crude human eye, which dismisses most
of what it can't detect as not being.
Cats aren't cats now. So what were they once? Of course,
we're not able to say, because they weren't. As with most
things that aren't, we can only say what they could be
likened to : To feathers, to shadows, to smoke, to flashes,
to gusts, to dusters, to pins, to needles, to nerve ghosts,
to quills, to quivers, to chatters, to muffs, to motors. They
are intangible in their softness, their slickness, like silk, like
velvet. Nocturnal does not refer to their preference, but to
the blindness they inspire (and perhaps to the songs they
sang into the dark?).
The fact is that this cat, now, here, standing on the threshold,
wanting its dinner, brushing our legs, is nothing like a cat.
And despite our species' tendency toward distraction,
we
are aware of this. Despite our pink, tender helplessness,
human beings are not entirely na·1ve. Over the years, the
origin of these now-cats has been debated by experts in
quantum physics, biology, evolution and ancient mythology.
Unsurprisingly, one definitive answer has yet to be reached.
There is the creation story particular to children below the
age of seven, I think, that specifically concerns the sleeping
human breath . They have observed, in the wakeful post they
assume against the threat of nightmares, that the sternum of
a sleeping sibling often lies parallel to the ceiling, the chin
extended, the throat arched and therefore constricted,
the
brain roaming. The breath comes huskily from behind the
teeth in this case, in long drags that trip and stagger and
threaten to cease. The form of the cat, as we know it,
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is supposed by the child -mind to have amassed from the
exhaled need to be comforted in sleep, to be warmed, and,
if necessary, to be revived . And so the now-cat was forced to
materialize in its sleek bulk upon the sleeper's chest.
However they beg an, whether from need or evolution,
they are here now . And still, they aren't cats . When we look
at them, when we hear them lowing in the dark, when we
liken their ta ils to feather dusters or the ir claws to stra ight
pins because that is how they appear, something catches in
our throats like a pellet and we are forced to acknowledge
that while they do try, they simply are not cats. This would
explain, then, why we are constantly likening them to things
that also aren't cats: To eels, and sharks, and snakes, and
ermines, and otters , and hawks, and owls, and beagles,
and, every so often, to people. Perhaps, in the end, they are
only what we need them to be , a patchwork of predatory
delights . Perhaps, (long ago) we needed cats, but we
needed something that was, and cats simply weren't, so we
invited these now-cats to curl at our feet.
It is entirely possible that this is not a bad thing in the least .
After all, what is now the cat has not replaced what it once
was, and having two kinds of cats on earth is far preferable
to having only one . Every now and then we might spot the
real thing, as we detect something out of the corner of
our eye and turn sharply, hand to chest . Upon seeing that
nothing is there, we might say, "I could have sworn that was
a cat," when, of course, that is exactly what it is.
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A rie lle Chappell

October
maybe it was the august sun
and the 9 pm sunsets
that made that summer seem endless
but now day has faded to the black of night
and I wouldn't recognize your face
if you were standing two feet in front of me
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Franklin Castillo

The Storm
some people tell me
that I am too quiet
to be a warrior
to which I say to them
it is always calm
in the eye of the storm
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Erica Redfern

My Father's Mask
The slithering clash of steel resounds in the studio,
accompanied by the shuffle of feet and the occasional
shout as the competitors lunge and parry . Trophies and
plaques line the walls , sitting high on dusty shelves, all
embossed with the names of champions who came from
this very studio , wh ich some say is the best in Connecticut
.
One whole wall is covered in full-length
mirrors so you can
see exactly what you're doing wrong at any given moment .
I am facing down a boy with less ex perience than me and
winning easily, but after three hours of fencing, my arm is
beginning to shake from exertion . As I step back to parry his
clumsy attack, I see my elbow drop in the mirrors and groan
inwardly.
"Nicole! " my father's voice crac ks from across the fencing
studio, disrupting the other bouts . My opponent
backs
away, clearing the way for my father . His angry stride thuds
on the wooden floorboards as he advances on me, mask
down, epee out in a challenge. His limp , m o re pronounced
when he's angry, ma kes a staccato beat that matches the
frust ration that wells inside of me.
This is how he gets whenever he's disappointed.
He
immediately attacks me and shows me e x actly how a
superior opponent can use whatever I just did wrong to hurt
me . This is the man who has received awards for his skill as
a fencing instructor. His name is on many of the plaques on
the wall, though they've since gathered dust. There hasn't
been a new one in years.
I take up a ready stance in answer , poised on the balls of my
feet . Ouick as a jackrabbit, my father lunges, and I spring
back and parry. Before he can yell, I drop low for a toe-touch,
and silently cheer as I feel it connect. He signals a halt and
slides his mask up , the face beneath it blank with fury.
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"You call that a parry?" he says. "If I had wanted to, I could
have hit you a dozen times! How many times do I need to
tell you to-"
Keep your elbow in, I finish to myself. I've received this spiel
many times before, but no matter how far in my elbow is,
it's never enough, at least not for him. No opponent has
managed to hit me on the arm in years, but I suppose he
wouldn't have noticed that .
"And above all," he finishes, "never let yourself be content
with anything but the best."
And that will never be me, I think .
By the time I reached high school, I almost hated my father,
but I could never quite manage it. There's something that
feels wrong about hating a man who honestly thinks that he's
doing the right thing for you, no matter how much you want
to.
"And, take a break," he calls, shaking me out of my
thoughts. I jump into action, crossing the floor and taking a
huge swig of tepid water from the pink bottle near the wall
of mirrors.
"Nicole," he says, "I want you to keep going for a bit longer.
Work on your fleche ."
I grit my teeth and pick up my epee, dropping into the en
garde stance.
The fleche is easy, fun, and effective . You stick out your
sword arm and charge at your opponent. Great for surprise
attacks, but better for getting stabbed in the chest if you
don't do it right.
As fast as I could, I thrust with my epee and, with a protest
from my exhausted muscles, dart across the room .
He has me doing fleches for the entire break, so that when
he calls the rest of the class to the line for an exercise ten
minutes later, I'm dripping with sweat. The thick white
material of my fencing uniform sticks to my skin and I
grimace, rolling my shoulders to try to get some airflow
going to my armpits .
"Ok!" he says, his voice echoing in the studio . "Keep
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distance with me. Go ."
He drops into his stance and advances rapidly before
springing backwards . I've done this drill so many times it's
just an instinct for me to follow him exactly, and though I'm
following his movements far better than anyone e lse in the
class, it's me he singles out.
"Nicole! Watch my feet . Your movements
are too slow."
I have to close my eyes and count to ten, my feet stilling
their shuffling beat, because I'm really, truly starting to lose
my patience with him. I can feel four years of frustration
welling in the corners of my eyes, bu t that might just be
tears. It's so hard to tell the difference sometimes .
"Drop your stance lower!"
It's too much . I can almost hear the snap that signals the
moment when my patience reaches its end.
"No ." The rest of the class, four girls and three boys, all
between ages twelve and eighteen, stare at me in shock . I
suppose they've never seen teenage rebellion before. Or
maybe it's just because I've never spoke up before . I stare at
my father, a silent challenge for him to say something
else.
He doesn't even react. "Continue,"
he says, starting forward
again, but I back up to the wall and sit down .
I'm surprised when he doesn't call me out ag a in, but I
can see the anger in the deepening lines of his face and
the crystalline sharpness of his blue eyes . My father looks
so much older than his 47 years. I wonder how much the
accident aged him.
There's only twenty minutes left of the lesson and I spend
all of it leaning against the mirrors, feeling the chill of the
glass seep into my bones. Maybe if I stay here long enough I
can freeze the fear I feel creeping up on me . I disturbed the
fragile relationship I had with my father, and I dread the car
ride home more than usual. Today, it will be half an hour of
the silent treatment.
I've always tri ed not to remember before the accident . The
difference between my dad then and my father now is so
much that I'm not sure I can bear it. But for the rest of class ,
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I let myself go back to a time where my dad smiled and
laughed, and held me close.
"Look at me, Daddy!" I cried, swinging my foil like a pirate
cutlass, brandishing it at invisible foes. He laughed and
gently moved to correct my stance. I shifted my arm lower,
following his guiding hands . I felt the difference immediately,
relaxing my shoulders and settling more firmly over my feet.
I tried a lunge, my seven-year -old legs straining to stretch
what I assumed to be the proper distance . Then, as if shoved
by the hand of God, I fell over.
"Here, Nikki," he chuckled, "it works better if you stand like
this ." He demonstrated,
putting his right foot out straight in
front of him and his left foot behind it, facing sideways.
I attempted to copy him again and wobbled, though
managing to (just barely) remain upright. He laughed
again and ruffled my hair . "Don't worry, champ. You'll get it
eventually."
I looked to the side of the fencing gym, waving wildly to my
mother, who sat watching my first lesson . She smiled at me
and waved, but made no move to join us. She was always
quiet while watching my dad fence, as though any noise
she made would distract him and draw him to her side . He
had so little time for himself that she wanted to give him his
privacy, I supposed.
My dad swept me up into his arms from behind, taking me
by surprise and causing me to shriek in joy, giggling as his
fingers tickled my sides . Breathless, I thrashed helplessly in
his arms, and cracked my head into his chin. The clack of his
teeth resounded in my skull and we both groaned comically,
my hands flying to my head, and his to his chin. My mother
rose from her seat, crossing the room in three huge strides
that I didn't know she had in her. She scooped me into a
warm, enveloping hug, but I reached out my arms for my
dad. He would make it better, I knew. He always did .
I loved my mother almost as much as my father, but I'm
ashamed to say that I was always more of a "Daddy's girl,"
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paying more attention to him than to my mom . By the time I
realized that I was neglecting her , it was too late.
My mother died in a car accident when I w as eleven . My
father was driving one night when it began t o snow more
heavily that most people had ever seen . If he had be e n more
cautious, my mother might have lived. Instead of pulling
over and waiting for the storm to pass, my father insisted
that he could see fine, and continued driving .
He lost control around a turn he hadn't seen c oming and
crashed into a resolute pine tree . The passenger's side of the
car was destroyed. My mother died instantly , but my father
suffered only a few minor injuries .
My mother was pronounced dead on arrival and my father
had been stitched up by the time my babysitter at the time
got me to the hospital. His forehead had been cut by broken
glass, and his leg had been fractured, but he could heal, and
I think that fact hurt him more than anything .
Ever since that day, my father changed. He hated himself, I
could tell, even though he tried to hide it from me . I could
see it in the way he slept and the way he refused to drive for
a year afterwards . Before the accident, my father could sleep
peacefully, without the nightmares I knew came to him now .
His attitude towards me changed as well . He became
obsessed with providing me with the best possible future,
forcing me to learn techniques I wasn't ready for . I still loved
my father , so I put up with it . I was still Daddy's girl, wanting
to make him proud .
After the lesson, I almost regret my rebellion in the
stony silence of the car ride home . It's worse than I expected .
His frown, carved deeper than the Grand Canyon, tells me
that this is not something that he will just ignore. However,
he keeps his silence on the way home, the lights on the
highway casting shadows that shift and change with each
heartbeat .
As usual when I' m in a car, I feel my heart beat just a
bit faster than normal and I wrap my hand around the door
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handle to steady myself . My anxiety surrounding cars has
coupled with the ex haustion of the day . A thin sheen of
sweat that has nothing to do with the workout I just had has
already formed on my forehead. I stare out the window and
try to distract myself by counting na il salons . I'm on eight
~hen my father speaks, the truck jolting to a halt at a stop
sign .
"I don't know why you won't just listen to me," he
says, his voice dark as the road we now drive. He looks
both ways, checked his dashboard, and cautiously pulls
out . It's deserted . Afte r all, we ' re out of the town center
and approaching
the more ru ral side of town where we live .
I' m out of nail salons to count so I try to find my voice to
respond to him . It comes out small and dry, as though it has
shrunk in the silence.
"You don't ex actly listen to me either, Dad."
He doesn't respond, and I suspect he 's ignoring me.
We're ten minutes from hom e now, and when we're there
I will have lost my chance to talk to him . In the silence , we
pass the Italian restaurant that used to be Mom's favorite .
We went there for her birthday only a month before the
accident .
"Dad!" I say with more volume.
"Nicole,"
he says, mimicking me . "Don't distract m~."
I know he has good reason t o be paranoid . I hear him
wake up sobbing from dreams that I can almost picture'. of
pine and metal smashed and crumpled together, the crisp
winter air filled with the unmistakable smell of blood . Does
he see her twisted in the wreck as he drives? Does he see
me?
"Dad, I need you to talk to me . We haven't talked
since Mom's funeral."
"We talked this morning ." It's clear that this is all he
has to say on the matter , but I push further than I have da red
since my mother died .
"No , we didn't . We exchanged words, but we didn't
communicate.
We haven't had actual communication in a
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long time." I want to reach out to my father but he seems
miles away, scowling like a thundercloud
in the driver's seat .
His hands clench and unclench on the steering wheel. I
can practically see the storm gathering as I wait for him to
answer.
"Yes, we have." He sounds almost bored as we slow
to a stop to wait for the light to turn green . The intersection
is deserted, occupied only by shadows and perhaps a
possum or two. The idling of the engine is deafening
in the
silence as I try to figure out how to respond.
"You can't be happy with how things are ."
"I have nothing to be unhappy about, Nicole. Now
please be quiet so I can focus ." He doesn't look at me,
doesn't acknowledge me. The light turns green and he
accelerates gently, repeatedly checking the intersection
to
make sure it's clear . His hands tighten on the steering wheel
until we're through, and then he relaxes, if only slightly.
There's another long silence as trees flash past the
windows, their limbs pointing the way, urging me to go
further. We gain some company in the form of a few cars
following us, but still my father stares at the road . Finally, I
ask, "Don't you miss how things used to be?", although I'm
unsure if I want to hear the answer .
"No," he says, his gaze flicking repeatedly between
the speedometer and the road. As usual, he's going exactly
the speed limit . I can practically hear the curses from the cars
that are lining up behind us. Their headlights shine brightly
into the cab of our truck, illuminating the tired lines on my
father's face.
I hesitate, but I can't stop myself from saying the words that
have been on the tip of my tongue for a long time. "I miss
how things used to be. Mom wouldn't have wanted this ."
I know instantly that I've gone too far. The silence is so
complete that I feel as though my lungs have frozen . No
words can leave my mouth, no air either. I'm suffocating in
the anger and grief I feel resonating from him.
"Dad, I'm sorry," I say, but he doesn't respond . I
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stare at him, willing him to let me in, to show some form of
emotion, when I notice that his eyes shine unnaturally bright
in the streetlights . There are tears welling in his eyes. I drop
my gaze . It was easier when he was wearing his uncaring
mask .
"I didn't mean it." I did mean it, but I've never seen
my father cry before. Not even at the funeral.
"Yes , you did ." My father sounds tired , and for the
first time in the four years since the accident, I hear a trace of
my dad in his words. He's not attacking me, and for the first
time, I allow myself to feel how much I missed my dad .
My throat closes on tears as we approach an
intersection, the traffic light blinking a lazy yellow in the
darkness. I know what that means. Caution .
My father takes one hand from the steering wheel and
brushes at his face, and in that moment, I see headlights,
coming from the road to the right of the intersection . I wait
for the truck to slow, to let us pass, to heed the blinking
red light that commands it to STOP, but it barrels up to the
intersection we are approaching.
I scream and brace myself for the impact, raising my
hands to protect my head . The world jolts violently and for
a moment I'm sure that we were hit, but then I hear the roar
of the other truck's engine dwindling and I realize that my
father hit the brakes in time .
My throat burns and I realize that I am breath ing too
quickly and too shallowly, the muscles of my body clenched
so tightly they begin to shake viol ently . Closing my eyes, I try
to calm my breathing, but only succeed in bringing t ears to
my eyes.
"Nicole ," my father says, his voice shaking as much
as I am, his fingers grasping my arm like it is the only thing
holding him in this world . "Nikki, are you okay?"
I try to chok e out the word s th at will tell him th at I'm
okay but all that comes out is a strangled wh imper. My dad
pulls the truck over and gets out, walking around to my side
of the car. The door opens and lets a flood of cool, clean air
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in, and then my dad's arms are around me, for the first time
since my mother's funeral. My father's mask has slipped, and
I can see my dad shining through, concern written all over
his face. I bury my head in his chest and take deep breaths of
the warm scent of his cologne, the same one he wore when
I was young. I feel him shaking too, his arms almost too tight
around me, but I cling to him as though I would be lost if he
let go .
"I'm sorry," is all my dad says, but it is enough .
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Michelle

lo Sono ltaliana
You always wanted
me to speak Italian .
"Sei ltaliana ! Parla ! "
said the gesturing hands,
fingertips kissing
one another.
I would groan, "Mom
nobody else speaks Italian,"
and you'd sigh, asking Dio
why you got stuck
with such a stubborn daughter .
Then you 'd shake your head
at my response" Because I'm Italian!"
But I didn't want to be
Italian when Americans
pulled the th out of Nutella ,
or when they mocked
my frizzy hair.
I didn't want to wear my Italian .
I tried straightening
the Italian out of my hair,
but water brought it back
mostly. Some strands slipped
down the drain, pulling
part of me with them.
You always wanted
me to speak Italian,
and now I wish I could .
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Allison Lacouture
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Noah Mulgay

The Kotel
'J'D'
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There is no city quite like Jerusalem, where the very stones
speak the histor ies of its peoples, its battles and tribulations,
its exaltations. Being brought up Jewish means that even in
the farthest flung hamlets of the Jewish World, we are drawn
to Jerusalem's ancient walls and within them, the Kotel, the
Western Wall of the Temple Mount . What I've written below
is a personal account of my first sojourn within the walls of
the Old City.
Shabbat begins early in Yerushalayim . While in many
locales, candle-lighting is 18 minutes before sunset, in the
Holy City, it is 40. A moment after the candles were lit, my
father and I left the apartment where we were staying to
walk to the Kotel. As we walked alongside the walls towards
the Yaffo Gate, we joined a throng of Jews of every stripe :
Yerushalmim with their golden-striped
kaftans, Chassid im
and Litvaks in their black clothes, Religious Zionists in their
khakis and shirts, and even a goodly number of secular
Israelis, marked only by their bare heads.
As we approached the Gates, I felt a feeling unlike anything
I've ever felt . Entering the Old City, I recited Ps. 122, nnmv
D?T.[)11'
l'lJJl.[):J1J'?.ll m "We were standing by Your Gates, oh
Jerusalem." Walking through the Old City, my awe grew ;
this was the centre of the world, the place which straddles
the line between the physical locale and the metaphysical,
the ideal . While the stones themselves are earthly, solid,
and real, the very meaning of this place is sublime! This
sentiment is far from unique to the Jewish People, in Muslim
belief, when he took a night trip to Heave n , Muhammed
departed from here .
The ways of the city wind within the old houses,
shops, and places of worship, worn smooth by the foot-traffic
of countless thousands. Yet every once and awhile, there
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is a small plaza, an opening where on market days, there
was once the bustle of commerce. In one such place is the
Churva Synagogue, so named for the repeated destruction
which has befallen it myriad times in the last thousand
years . Last rebuilt only in 2010 (following the previous plan,
from 1837), the soaring Ottoman-style contrasts beautifully
with the old, solid, houses nearby . Only a few streets over
is the Cardo, the Roman -era centre of secular Jerusalem, a
decay ing remnant of a lost conqueror . It was through this
way that we passed, seeing also the remnants of the Nissen
Beck Synagogue, destroyed by artillery fire in 1948 and the
Burnt House, destroying in the the Rom an sack in 70 CE.
Finally, we made our way to the Ascent of R' Yehuda
Ha Levi, the steps to the Wall, named for the media=val
Sephardi poet who died as he made his way there . As I saw
the Temple Mount, my eyes filled with tears . I had finally
come to the Holy Mountain which had held the faithful
for over 3000 years! Walking into the plaza in front of the
Kotel , I prayed the Afternoon Prayer and the Prayers for
the Welcoming of Shabbat, while nearby, hundreds of othe r
Jews did so, as we have done for nearly two thousand years!
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Kai Barry

Star Child
I often wonder about the stars . Are they happy up there?
Lost in an endless sky, always second to the likes of the
moon. Do you think they know that I've fallen in love under
them a hundred times? Do you think they've heard my
desperate cries? If they did do you think they care? I think
about the stars a lot . I feel them in my blood, I feel them in
my chest. And I wonder if they know how much they mean
to me. I wonder if they know at night I watch them and think
things can get better. I look at them like an old friend, and
feel protected . I wonder if they knew all the times they've
convinced me to go on .
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Olivia MacDonald

To Crush the Pine
A nd y ellow leave s clothe the rive rAnd nought disturbs the serious life of men .
-Henry David Thoreau

He has wandered off the asphalt road
to crush the needles of pine beneath his feet
and to spike the rushing river
below the foot bridge to the other side.
The sun also rises there
feeding the dandelions
that blow tiny floret wishes to his ears.
But he fails to hear
the whispering of the wildflower
Given life by the golden plate in the sky.
To rid the birch rind canvas
of its stump he tugs at its root
but its tears reveal only a new
Purer laye r of skin .
The carpeted ground leads the trail onwards
and lifts man up with forgiveness
In its pine needles .
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Gene Lutekemyer

Geometry of the External World

I WAS BESIDE MYSELF WITH SUSPICION . The insidious
sideways glances, the furtive whisperings in the hall, the sudden silences at my approach: all evidenced the perfidious
plot afoot . Oh yes! But I, Arnaud, Lord of the Court, Grandson of the Oueen, am no fool! The very fact that the plot was
concealed from me left no doubt of its existence!
My fervent resolve to conceal my suspicions undermined
my efforts to do so . I became by turns morose and verbose .
I was not the same person from one moment to the next.
The services of my Uncle, Sir Tomasz Philopek, Court Physician, Mathematician and son of the Oueen, were called
upon. He diagnosed Chronic Bifurcation Of The Soul, and
prescribed an extended hiatus in the hinterlands to engage
the boy's senses and align the cosmos of his inner space with
the imperturbable geometry of the external world . A most
suspicious remedy! To send me abroad? Why not an herbal
concoction from the panoply of palliativ es for which he was
duly famous?
My other Uncle, Sir Borodine Philopek, brother of Tomasz,
was a quite famous explorer often commissioned
by the
court to map the outermost regions of the known world,
th e Unclaimed Territor ies . Uncle Tomasz proposed that I
accompany Sir Borodine on his next ca mpaign . Borodine
approved, and the Oueen gave her imprimatur, both with a
suspicious readiness, I thought: it was clear I could trust no
one but myself !
Truly, the austere landscape of the Unclaimed Territories,
with its alien flora and fauna, w as engaging, and I might have
b ecom e aligned, as it w e re, but for the slyness of my uncle,
who seemed del ighted to compound my disorientation.
The
passage he plotted appeared so meandering that one might
wonder if we were not lost , a possibility I posed to him one
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blustery day as we stood atop a craggy range.
Not at all, he said, seeming pleased with the question, if
only to prove it preposterous.
He unscrolled the map he had
composed en route. He looked at his compass. He scanned
the horizon . Look there, he said. Do you see that range opposite us, across the intervening valley?
I do, I said .
And do you see the uppermost peak on the left?
I do .
He smiled, a little smugly, I thought, and said: We're right
there!
As he had heretofore at every turn taken pleasure in diverting my attention from the plausible to the fantastic, I inquired cautiously : And what, my dear Uncle, do you suppose
we are doing on yonder peak?
I suppose, he said, that we are gazing this way wondering
what we are doing. Therefore, I propose that we descend
and cros s the valley, on the assumption they will do the
same, and we will encounter them, that is to say, us, in the
middle.
The next day we approached the valley's mid-point . N~thing
more had been said of the absurd notion of encountering
ourselves, but, lo, approaching in the near distance, were
two astoundingly familiar figures: myself and my Uncl e! 1
halted, too stunned to proceed, as did my counterpart;
whereas my Uncle and his significant other embraced as old
friends and colleagues might.
Borodine!
Borodine!
I was introduced to myself: Arn aud, meet Arnaud .
We extended our hands but withdrew them, and settled for
a pair of wary nods .
My dear Arnaud, said one or another of the Borodines to
me, to us, I suggest you take a stroll and become acquainted
with your self . Sir Borodine and I have matters to discuss. A
brief respite, then we 'll be on our way.
We strolled to a log beside a gully and sat like book-ends.
So ...your Grandmother is the Queen? I ventured.
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Yes, he replied.
And Sir Borodine and Sir Tomasz are your uncles?
Yes.
And you now accompany your uncle on this e x pedition to
align the cosmos of your inner space with the imperturbable
geometry of the external world?
Ostensibly so.
And do you suspect, as I do, that some nefarious conspiracy
is in the making, involving the whole of the court, the subject
of which is yourself ...me ... us?
I have considered that possibility.
But you have not concluded it?
that perNot absolutely . On that matter I have considered
of the
haps I am misaligned; that perhaps the intentions
Court are benevolent.
Is that quite so!
Ouite, he said. One must keep an open mind. Alignment
of
internal and external cosmologies is an appealing
proposi tion, don't you agree?
I do, I replied warily.
We would not want to subvert our possibilities .
No ...
We must remain receptive to the truth as it man ifests.
Yes...
I found the reasoning of my counterpart
unduly circumspect;
he sounded suspiciously like my Uncle, Sir Tomasz . I regarded him quickly, then looked away. We fell to silence. The
Borodines approached . Well, Arnaud, said one or another of
them to one of us Arnauds, I hope your time together was
pleasant and productive. Nothing like communing
with oneself, I always say. Shall we be off?
He started in the direction which I believe that I, and one of
them, had been earlier bound ; therefore I followed,
but as I
looked back, I saw that the opposing mountain ranges were
eerily similar, and it was not at all certain if I were coming or
going. Arnaud and I exchanged parting-and
mistrustfulglances, and set off in opposite directions with our respective Borodines.
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My uncle and I trekked a goodly distance lost in thought .
Uncle, I said finally, tell me : how can I be certain that
you are the very Borodine with whom I had previously perambulated, and not the Borodine who traveled in the opposite direction?
Whatever do you mean?
Only that, as you are an exact replica of the Borodine we
encountered in the center of the valley, and I am an exact
replica of myself, that is, the Arnaud who accompan ied the
Borodine of whom you are an exact replica, might it not be
that I now accompany the wrong, so to speak, Borodine, and
that you accompany the wrong Arnaud ; and that, likewise,
our other, identical selves are similarly mismatched? And
further, that the court to which we are now bound is not the
court from which we ventured forth, and that the members
of said court are not those from whom we parted?
My uncle regarded me carefully and sighed . Frankly, Arnaud,
he said, I haven't a clue what you ' re talking about! At length,
he added : I'm afraid, dear nephew, I will have no choice but
to inform Sir Tomasz that his remedy failed to achieve the
result for which it was intended , and for which the court had
so earnestly hoped.
His message rang clear as steeple bells : I would now be pre scribed an herbal concoction by the nefarious Uncle Tomasz
from which I would not awaken!
Excuse me, Uncle, I said. I must relieve myself .
I slipped into the bushes. I did not look back. I put distance
and years between myself and the Court and its con~ounded
conspiracies. I wandered the wilderness of the Unclaimed
Territories . My hair grew long, my robe became tattere~ . I
would not have been recognized by the Quee~ herself ..I
fashioned a stout cudgel of hardwood with which to smite
my enemies; and should I perchance encounter that tw~- .
faced knave, Arnaud, 1 shall bludgeon him as well, to _w_1thin
an inch of his, that is to say my, that is to say our dupl1c1tous
life! '
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Sabrina Garvin

Society's Shackles
Why do people look at society and see shackles?
What made you think you had to follow society anyway?
What is so special about the norm,
That draws so many people?
How do you entice so many into your lifeless empty embrace?
Is it fear?
Is that your best used tactic?
The fear of failure,
The fear of rejection,
The fear of being different,
The fear of not being as good as someone else?
No Thanks,
I never really had that option anyway .
My star shines too bright.
I refuse to submit to the shackles of "Should be", "Must
or" everyone does"
I am the one society will never catch .
I am too blistering, too dazzling, too different,
And that's ok
I am not afraid .
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Nicole Mello

Buenos Aires Risen
The saints' high ceilings and stone floors
make our church feel empty;
but when I shut the heavy doors,
there is something
less than friendly My boots pound out a drum-beat
as I stumble to the altar;
my prayers are all incomplete,
my whispered worships falter I can feel you right behind me
and you're breathing down my neck;
I imagine what we could be,
and I bring my ship to wreck Your hands land on my shoulders
and your body captures mine;
how your burning fingers smolder
is nothing short of blest divine You're all there is; I shut my eyes
and let your touch consume me;
I could swear I've been baptized,
soaked in blood so holy
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Kristin Wissler

Smile

The 38th Annual World Al and Robotics Expo was in
full swing. The scient ists in attendance were mingling , eat ing, and visiting tables touting the latest scientific advances.
And there were many . Creations were spread out everywhere; on the tables, on trolleys, in the arms of their creators,
and even on the large stage on Floor 3 . Only those deemed
fit by the expo were asked to bring their robots and Al programs up to this stage. It was considered quite prestigious
for a scientist to present their creation there, and was a great
honor to the robots who were sentient enough to appreciate
it.
One such robot, called Smile, awaited its turn to be
brought onstage. Its face had a wide grin painted on, its
torso and arms looked small in comparison . It had no legs.
Its head was rather large when compared to the rest, and its
proportions were in all a hair bigger than those of the average man's . Smile was capable of speech and thought, but its
mind was very simple. It lacked understanding
of metaphor
and had trouble with any sort of sophisticated
language,
whether spoken or written. It was programmed
mainly as a
helper and companion for young children, someone they
can ask for help on simple tasks or have a silly conversation
with . Because of this, it was made to be eternally joyful,
hence its name and painted grin . Thus, Smile was appropriately happy to be deemed worthy to bring to the stage.
Goodness, but Smile was looking forward to it! To see
the bright lights, the cheering crowds! Smile had not ever
looked for fame-its
daily desires were much humbler
ones-yet it couldn't help but fantasize about what the experience would be like . Of course, it certainly wasn't bored
waiting . Even this small room had so much in it to enjoy! It
looked around itself for what must have been the hundredth
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time, taking in the sight of all the other creations around it,
eyes settling on the door of all things. It had opened! Who
was it? Maybe it was Smile's creators, and Charlie, Smile's
best friend. Charlie had to be coming back soon. He couldn't
miss all the fun . But instead, it was two unfam iliar scientists
bringing a creation into the room . They set the robot on a
table just in front of Smile before leaving .
Smile knew this creation , she was called Holly. It'd seen
photos of Holly absolutely everywhere and heard its creators talking about how smart she was . Indeed, she was an
incredible triumph of science. She was much more advanced
than Smile, both in intelligence and appearance . Her face
was indistinguishable
from that of a real human female, from
the light wrinkles in her forehead to the delicate point of her
chin . She had no hair, metal and wires poked out from be hind her ears, and no attempt had been made to cover her
neck with makeshift skin . The neck was as far down as she
went.
What luck! Smile had not thought its day could get any better, yet here was the most famous creation of the moment
right here in front of it! It couldn't help itself, it had to talk to
her.
"Hello!" Smile greet e d, its voice metallic and echoing as i~
emerged from its head, "My name is Smile . What's yours?
Its developers were working on making the voice quieter and
less abrasive for children to listen to.
"Oh," Holly said, her voice falling clearly and naturally from
her throat . "You don't know?"
"No, I know," Smile answered, "But it's polite to ask some one's name when you first meet them."
"True!" she laughed, but herface fell quickly. "I had hoped
you didn't know, though."
"Why not?" asked Smile. "Isn't it fun to be so famous that
people you haven't met yet already know who you are?" Indeed, Smile imagined that this would be great fun . It would
certainly save time when meeting new people, and it would
make it very easy to make friends . Of course, becoming
Charlie's friend wasn't very hard, but Charl ie was just so
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friendly.
"Not really," Holly answered, nearly sad in tone, "It feels like
I can never be alone, everyone always has eyes on me. Even
then, most of them don't really know who I am . But they are
so certain that they know that I can't say anyth ing to dis suade them."
Smile thought, the processors in its head working to decipher Holly's words-and
body language , can't forget body
language . It had been encouraged by its developers
to pay
more attention to that. Holly was certainly not happy, and
that was no good. Smile decided it would make her happy . It
was good at this, having been designed to bring happiness
to children.
"It's good to have others watching you! " Smile insisted, "It means they like you and like what you do!" It
paused . "What do you do?"
"Pardon?" Holly asked .
" Oh, sorry, I lose focus sometimes . " Smile apologized , tone of voice unchanged. Its developers were working
on that, too. "Well, I' m supposed to be friends with kids and
make them happy! I don't actually do that yet , my creators
say I'm not ready yet . But that's what I'm supposed to do! So
what do you do? I've never heard anyone say."
Holly looked stricken . She lowered her head.
"I don't do a thing but ex ist," she murmured.
"That's
all I am ."
"What do you mean? " Smile asked, still happy, but
also confused .
"I'm not made for any job or task," Holly began,
" I'm not made to help people or even hurt people . I don't
fix things, or create , or do anything. How could I?" She
looked down at her ne ck. " I was made to prove that I could
be made, that robots could be so much like humans. I was
made to be intelligent, and thoughtful,
and to understand
everything that a human can ." Holly's ex pression darkened.
"Well, they did it, and here I am : The first robot ever made
just to show that humans are smart enough to make it . I
served that purpose the first day I was made, and I can never
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fulfill it again . They didn't stop to think about how it would
feel to be this way, to have no purpose and no one to relate
to. No one knows what this is like. No one ever could."
Well, Holly certainly was unhappy . Smile could not be
d~terred, however. Its programming
ensured that it could
bring children from sobs to giggles in mere minutes. Surely it
could make Holly feel better about herself. Then Holly could
be its friend, too, and maybe she could meet Charlie, and
they could all be friends! That would so much fun! Smile was
losing its focus again. It turned its thoughts back to Holly.
"But since you fulfilled your purpose, you can do
whatever you want!" Smile replied amicably . "You can sing
or talk or read or tell jokes, there's so many things you can
do, even if you only have a head! And even if no one knows
exactly how you feel, they still really like you!"
"Some people like me," Holly corrected . "Most humans don't know what to think of me . Some of them hate me
and think I'll destroy them all somehow. They call me a mon ster, a sign that human progress has gone too far. Others
see me as a technological
marvel, a thing to be looked and
st
te ed and enjoyed from a distance . St_ill others s~e m:ea~;
fellow human, or something close, talking to me like~ Y
talk to anyone. Robots and Al programs are like you, infatu - "
ated by me without even really knowing anything about me.
My, but was Holly stubborn! Did she just not want
to be happy? Smile knew that couldn't be the case. Every .
sad or angry person out there was dying to be h~ppy again;
Smile believed that was why people so hated being sad and
angry. Ind e ed, Holly seemed to be both at once. MoSt lY sad,
though. Smile could certainly fix that.
"Well," it began, "At least you have some pe_ople
who like you . Besides isn't it nice to have people th ink
you're special? And is,n't it fun to be treated like a human
sometimes? You certainly look a lot like a human ."
"I s that all it t akes to be one?" Holly asked. "Ju st to
look like them? Some people think that makes me even less
like a human. Even the people who think I'm special just see
me as an object . They know that I can think and speak like
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them, but they don't treat me like it . The ones who see me
as human ... confuse me. Certainly they know I'm not one?
Yet they call me "she," and talk to me like I'm one of them .
It.. .it's nicer, though. Somehow I like it more when they call
me "she ." The ones who call me "it" tend to like me less.
They call their phones "it," and their cars and their chairs
and their whiteboards. Things that don't feel and think like
I do, things that they don't care much about." Holly's eyes
flashed with agitation. "But they can't call me "she," can
they? I'm not a person , am I?"
"Do you want to be a person?" Smile asked, without thinking. It hardly ever did anything without giving it a
good thought first. But this was okay, Charlie always said that
sometimes it was better to say things before thinking them.
"It's not that simple," Holly sighed, "I know what I am,
nd what I'm not, but I don't know if it's what I want to be .
hm so far from a human, but I'm not . . . " She looked at Smile,
er expression soft. "We are so far from each other. They
t~II me I'm so far from every robot in this room. Where does
~ at le_aveme, then?" She closed her eyes, her mouth turned
,,~~: ~n sad~ess. "What do I want to be?"
_
fused oesn t make any sense!" Smile shouted, horribly conyet as amicable as ever "I know what I want, and what
I am and
I'
'
'
m not nearly as smart as you. You're so much
smarter you sa·d
,
I
H II I ' h
so yourself! You have to know!'
0 Y aug ed bitterly
"Th t ·
.
,,1 : 1~dexactly why I cannot know ." She shook her head.
s lodu, n'tdhave told you anything . I should've known you
wou n t un erstand."

f

Smile w~s abo~t to speak, but stopped . Holly was no longer looking at it, which meant that she didn't want to talk
~ny7ore. Smile thought it was too bad that it couldn't make
er eel happy, but it didn't worry about it. Not even it could
please an~one, that's what its developers always liked to say.
Now that ,t wasn'~ talking to Holly anymore, there w asn 't
much else for Smile to do but think about what she'd said.
It was still confused about the whole thing . The more it
thought about it, the more confused it got. And anyway,
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what was that bit about "it" for? Smile didn't care about being called "it." That was a good thing! Its developers called
lots of things "it," things that they needed and used all the
time. Like their cell phones! They used those every day, and
always got so angry if they broke . Then they got another
one, and it was like the first one never broke at all. Wait,
was that a good thing? Well, sure, it was good for the new
phone, and for the person who needed it . It wasn't so good
for the old phone, but, well, it was only a phone. It couldn't
think or feel anything . Not like Smile.
Smile thought of trying to talk to Holly again, to tell her this,
but the door opened again before it could. This time, it was
its creators instead of Holly's. Smile's happiness surged anew.
It must be time for him to go onstage! What fun! Smile
fidgeted with excitement as its developers-and
Charlie, of
course-approached
.
"Calm down, Smile," one black-haired scientist said, "We
can't put you on the trolley if you're squirming."
"Well, at least we know it's ready for this," a fair-haired one
pointed out, "How about you, Charlie?"
"I've never been more ready!" Charlie laughed.
Charlie had been made by the same scientists who made
Smile. He was sleeker than Smile, less bulky and more correctly proportioned.
His movements were more fluid, his
mind more sophisticated.
He also had legs, hence why he
got to walk with the scientists around the expo while Smile
sat in the room near the stage . But that was fine, Smile got
to talk to Holly instead! But that didn't go so well. .. Oh well,
that was in the past, anyway. Smile was about to go onstage!
Smile looked over at Holly to see if she was still so sad, but
she wasn't there. It looked around and saw two scientists
leaving the room, Holly in tow. They must have come in after
Smile's creators, but it hadn't noticed in its excitement.
"Whatcha looking at, Smile?" asked Charlie with a grin. "Is
there a bug on the wall or something?"
"Oh, no!" Smile insisted . "It's a whole lot better than that! I
got to-"
"Hey, Smile, slow down!" Charlie interjected. "Tell me later,
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okay? We have stuff to do right now."
"Oh, yeah, of course!" Smile agreed .
"Goodness, it sure is a talker, isn't it?" A red-haired scientist
began to move the trolley towards the door that led to the
stage .
"I say we let it talk," a brown-haired one replied, "It'll be another good point of contrast . Really, Charlie is such a marked
impr ovement from Smile."
"Aw, come on now," Charlie laughed, "Smile's the original,
isn't it? It's thanks to what it is that I am what I am . It's supposed to pave the way for robots like me, and it has." He
loo~ed at Smile. "Right, buddy?"
Smile couldn't help but remember Holly's words about her
purpose. But no matter, no matter .
"Yeah!" Smile agreed . It waited for its creators' input, but it
seemed they'd moved on from that conversation,
and were
~iscussing something else .
Maybe a museum will take it after this," the fair-haired
scientist said to the other scientists, "But probably not. This
project's not quite on that level."
"What do we do with it then?" the black-haired one asked,
"We have all the data ~e need from it, and there's no use in
keeping it around ."
"We'll just have to store it, then," the red - haired one de cided, "We can shut it down when we get back to the lab
tonight."
"More like tomorrow," the brown-haired one retorted,
"There's no way we're getting back tonight. The traffic'II
horrible."

be

"Hey, looks like we're up," the fair -haired one interrupted,
"Let's go out there and show them how far we've come!"
Charlie seemed unaffected by the discussion, keeping pace
with the scientists as they stepped onto the stage. An announcer introduc ed him, voice booming, and invited him to
step forward . Charlie's eyes were shining with happiness as
the crowd began to ch eer. The light s shone down on him
as he walked up the stage, leaving Smile and the scientists
cloaked in shadow .
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Smile was still digesting the scientist 's conve rsation . It knew
what it meant . It didn 't much like it . But oh , look how happy
Charlie is! It s best friend, having so much fun! But Charlie didn't even seem to notice all the things they said ...
shouldn 't he have ? No, no, it wasn't Charlie's business . Charlie was happy! The crowd was happy! The scientists were
happy! But was Smile happy? Of course it was! It always was!
It had to be happy ! Goodness gracious , it was the one thing
it was supposed to do! Wasn 't it? Wasn 't tha t what he was
supposed to do??
No, "it," not "he," where did that com e from? What's going
on!?
Smile heard its internal servers shout "ERROR" once, cold
and shrill, before they forced it to shut down .
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Elizabeth

Rozan

Research
As part of the autopsy,
his brain was given to science .
The damaged brain, the injured brain,
the brain that sent out danger signals to others,
the brain that cried out for help,
the brain that was filled with anxiety
and told pathological lies.
The overdose may never be explained.
Was it general medication
or heroin?
Did it have the feel of a slip up,
or an intentional attempt at escape?
The halfway house should have had some monitoring,
but like many places, was probably understaffed
by caring people pushed to their own edge.
The boated body filled out the casket.
The mother walked around telling stories that didn't make
sense
to those who knew him for the last few years .
In her grief, did any of it make sense?
The slide show showed him at better times
times when he, her only child, shined and was loved.
She did love him ...
These were times before he was irrevocably damaged,
times before the boulder of abuse fell upon him,
before he, a young Sisyphus, began pushing it endlessly up
the hill.
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Patrick Henehan
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Kelsey Chaplain

*Q

I think of you and I get stuck : stop eating , stop breathing,
start shivering ; I think of you and I become the hypocrite that
I know lives inside of me.
I think of you and I cannot sleep, because I know that those
selfish , fulfilling dreams where I get to hug you again do not
exist after years.
I think of you and I struggle to breathe, because I suddenly
feel the hot flesh of my sobbing throat, feel all of the organs
churning within my body, churning like yours refused to after
you took the pill you told me, reluctant but proud, that you
wouldn't,
I think of you .
You are the voice I hear any time any person uses the word
crazy in passing or in "truth" . Your raw voice echoes, yours
that asked me over a mountain goats album if I thought you
were crazy, and I looked you in the eyes and said, "no." Because I did not do not know what crazy defines or what it is,
or who I am, I said it because I meant it .
Medicated or not, I do not know if you believed me.
I still don't like to hear the word crazy .
You ran from life like you couldn't bring yourself to quit, like
you had to do your best to trash your form before you'd
be ejected, like feeling the melt was better as it always had
been, like you didn't have to be persuaded otherwise when
you took a look at your history .
You ran from life and you tripped on the way out, your
mother tripped up the stairs when she heard the thrashing,
tripped when she didn't call 9-1 - 1 right away at your jaw locking or your cries for help when you woke, tripped when you
spent twenty days in the intensive care unit of the children's
hospital where I didn't recognize you in what your mother
told me was the worst condition they had ever seen a child's
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insides.
You turned sixteen in that hospital bed, unable to open your
eyes without concentrating
with all you had .
The last time I visited you , you looked at me for a long time.
I do not know what you saw .
On dead friends, I speak of you, when you come up or when
I need to. I will not keep you a secret, I will not keep mental illnesses a secret, I will not keep abuse a secret I will not
keep suicide a secret I wish you never kept so much of yourself a secret . You don't need to keep yourself secret.
You told me, the last time I had the privilege of walking
home with you, that you walk on the side closest to the road,
like your mother taught you, to protect the person you were
with. I told you I was more afraid of my poison ivy allergy
than getting hit by a minivan, and you laughed. I was afraid . I
knew you were not.
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Tyler Wright

In an '03 Jeep Wrangler,

looking

for a body

of water to

skinny dip in
We've driven so long
that brake lights
are bleeding bright across lanes
and the tires
singing against asphalt
sound better than we do
and the whole car smells of pizza: bacon and tomato
and your hand, pressed to mine, is sweating so
you
let go,
lean your head
against my shoulder,
stretching your body
over the center console .
The car rocks hard against the cross -wind coming
over the marsh
filled with birch trees:
the shocks
aren't what they'd used to be

in from

and I'm aware of how your hair doesn't have a scent, smells
like hair, not shampoo ;
it's draped across
my neck, across my chest, but
you don't realize that,
aren't doing it on purpose
and the windshield
is steaming up
with our breath against glass against night air,
even though the windows are cracked
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and every avenue
is blurring,
was that Juniper, or
the one
that sounds like Cupid?
You sit
back in your seat,
run your fingers
through my hair
if we crash now it's your fault
and we're passing a giant
laying down,
watching the stars,
look, there's Orion, there's the Big Dipper,
or at least its body.
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there's Pegasus

Kev Fang
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Hannah Gaucher

Breakers
We flock every summer to the shoreline
To see the bruises where
The cruel ocean sounds
And scars it rakes back into the sand,
As a vengeful tide
They are beautiful, not because of the violence
But in light of it .
Isn't it a miracle?
That Maine's black, jagged teeth,
Aren't ground down into powder
By the end of eve ry winter?
That the sand in New England is the coarsest ;
The stone still refusing to be made
Into some soft, gentle nothing
A miracle,
That countless years of evolut ion have led to me,
. ht
That I am made of every thing my ancient anceSt Ors got ng
And that my hopes, my dreams,
My phobia, my shame,
Crawled nak ed out of those same cold, waters
I am 21 and 6 million years old ;
A body of work
A work in progress
In the making since the first man looked to the sky
And stood up on his hind legs,
Trying to reach it
Back straight, all fingers and thumbs grabbing
At diamonds millions of millions of years away
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With a spine carved out of bedrock,
I was shaped by this Atlantic lifetime
If you look closely at my wrists, my thighs
You can tell my age
White veins marbling sandstone
Tracing me back to every, single winter storm
We love canyons, we love chasms and caves
As if they weren't wounds
Gaping and bleeding where the water had cut it
Or the ice had torn it open
Mountains are growing pains,
Where the Earth grew into herself
And her bones came bursting from her skin
Violence is beautiful
Not because of the bloodshed
But because she survives
Her scars are our marbled floors
Our jewelry, our mansions
We will pick them open before they even scab
But still
She is broken, and mending
But still
She is beautiful,
No matter where she's cut
She is filled with diamonds
All the way down
I love the coastline,
As if it were a barricade
It is a battle scar
Miles long
The courage in remaining
To survive, out of spite
I never knew I could be so stubborn
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Having become stone
To grit black teeth against the sea spray,
To clench my fists and
Let the waves beat against my back
Without ever giving them the satisfaction
Of a softer coastline
And where the water cuts me ,
I know
I will bleed gold and precious stones
Because every wound is gold
And every scar is precious
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'Drew McDonald
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I

Katherine Lum

Jeans Dirty From the Rocks We Sat On
you went to sleep
and I don't think you ever truly woke up
because some of you must still lie in that field of candy butter cups with a soul too young for us to remember
now your fire's burning to embers .
and our seven ugly souls are out for blood because we made
a briefcase pact, to love all but one, one hate to sweeten
the tonic of these four years, these 290 moons, that we muSt
force down our throats, we wear our coats but not our faces
and hide in warm black clothes .
you can live your life of shame
but please don't refrain from holding us, burning your hands
and trapping your fire, until there is no more space for you or
your flame to flicker, loud + bright but alone, quiet+ soft on
a throne I sit wondering if you're going to have the ballS, th e
gall, to do what I used to want to do .
and my hopes once stretched to the sky like bright lucid
flowers but city smoke has killed Our Local Farmer, and 1
hold a younger hand and try to explain, though it's ha rd er for
me to see the world I have plugged and unplugged so many
times the socket gets nervous when I rise across the room, to
push or pull or pull or push.
I've been having strange dreams lately about a world whe~e
you and me and all our friends and enemies stand happy, in
our fields of sugar and tea and we don't need artificial light
because we can live with days where a cloud covers the sun
we dance together

and no one sleeps .
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A second car door closes,
and you curse yourself for forgetting
he got a new car .

:

As they approach, blinkingly silhouetted
by the lighthouse light - rounds,
you think about driving away ,
and you almost do- arm twitching
toward the gear shift that juts out from behind
wheel, legs
unfolding from chest,
butno* continue stanza *
that will make it worse,

.
the steering

so instead you scramble to hide
the evidence : tissues thrown
from seat to purse . You wipe away
the dried , blackened salt
tracts drawn down your
face- deep breath,
just in time .

Passenger door opens first :
"So this is where you ended up,"
Driver's door follows :
" Fancy seeing you here, push in ."
You scooch over, up onto the center console
and both doors close- you're trapped in between .
The one to your right asks, "What are you doing here?"
Your answer is his question repeated back to him .
"We 've been driving around for a while ... "
He looks up at the one on your left, but
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his gaze goes unnoticed;
the one on your left is looking at you
and repeats : "So why are you here?"
"I just- I like com ing here ."
"Right ."
"I like looking at the water . It's preetty .. "
Even you don't belie ve yourself ,
such weak conviction . . .
"C ome on , you can ta lk to me . "
" I don't want to talk," you say.

"When people say they want to be alone
they don't really mean it," the one on the left says,
and you're brought back to two weeks prior
when you said the same
when he wouldn't talk to you,
* continue stanza *
and you understand
his frustration in your silence .
The one on your right speaks again,
this time not directed to you :
"You wont get anywhere, I tried earlier ."
Your left says, "Its probably my fault ."
You try to reassure him otherwise, but then
your right asks, "Did I do something? "
"No, you're fine, you're both fine; why do you assume
you've done something wrong?
do you both just think you're horrible friends?"
A unanimous yes rings through the air,
then mutual silence stops time .
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You look to your right and are met with an e x hausted
Head tilted back against the seat, eyes closed .
You look to your left and see the sameHis head rests against your shoulder .
And you can't believe how fragile they both look .

face-

Left breaks the quiet, "I tried jumping again today," he reveals
far too casually; as always.
And you fight the urge to wrap your arms around him and
never let go,
And feel ashamed for wishing that Right were not here so
you could.
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Tyree Cooper

memories
i remember that day when your eyes were closed to your
favorite song, and my legs were swinging beside yours.
your face was orange from the glow of the evening,
the warm breeze blew through my long hair;
the smell of a busy city street in the air. we were eating candy
you bought for us from an old store on a trashy corner that
we were proud to call our favorite. the cars honked, stuck,
the crowded trains flew by,
the pigeons begged for food from people in the green park,
but all i heard was your song.
all i saw were your closed eyes and
the faint smile that played on your lips;
your mind on the music and
the knowing that i was watching you and
totally in love .
but i never told you and you never asked .
so when i left
you didn't stop me.
not when i realized i was all
in my head .
i just wonder why you sat there with me like that,
why you let your eyes close to your favorite song
as my legs were swinging beside you rs.
but at least i have that much, really.
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Hunter

Liguore

The Great Chain
Four hundred years ago , a group of Original People t raveled along the Hudson River by canoe to meet with Dutch
settlers. The canooers asked the new settlers, "How can we
relate to one another?" The answer was simple ; they would
call each other brothers, and t hus have a responsibility
to
look out for one another.
In recognition of this pact, a treaty was made that outlined a mutual commitment to friendship, peace between
peoples, and to living in harmony forever:
as long as the grass is green,
as long as the rivers flow downhill,
and as long as the sun rises in the east and sets in the weSt ·
The Two-Row Wampum treaty was preserved on a belt
that survives to this day . It was made from white and purple
beads-wampums-in
three rows . The white beads form
a row down the center and are a symbol of truth, while the
outer purple beads symbolize the canoes and the European
sailing vessels . On a deeper level, the message of the three
rows suggests: "We shall travel down the road of life, parallel
to each other and never merging with each other ." This p~th
through life is in accordance with the indigenous Way of Life,
meaning, "to walk in harmony not only with each other, but
with the whole circle of life, " including the animals, plantS,
fish, trees, stars, etc., (source : honorthetworow
.org).
This "great chain," as the Onondaga Chief, Oren LyonS,
explained this past August, in front of a United Nations general assembly on the rights of indigenous peoples, is being
polished to honor that treaty . As an ancestor of those original canooers, he is still asking, "How can we relate to one another?" This is the question we should be asking ourselves.
To commemorate the 400th anniversary of the treaty,
more than 200 paddlers in canoes and kayaks, led by Hick
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ory Edwards of the Onondaga Nation recreated the journey
down the Hudson, or the "river-that-runs -i n-both-directions"
as it was originally known . At the same time, Unity Riders
'
from the western Dakota Nation in Manitoba Canada led
by Chief Gus High Eagle, traveled on horseback acro~s the
country, to rendezvous with the canoes in a historic meeting
in New York City . From there, the two groups forged a pa rade with supporters, that culminated with a treaty signing at
the United Nations granting protective rights to indigenous
peoples around the world .
The journey covered thousands of miles, in all types of
weather and conditions. Millions of people were witnesses.
The message they brought was one of peace and healing,
and challenges us to consider our future as one people without borders. As Oren Lyons explained, "All people, nations,
indigenous need to look to the future of our children . If we
do it and do it well and carefully, we will ensure our own
safety."
Being a witness to the Dakota Unity Riders and Two-Row
Wampum canooers, I can attest to seeing peace in motionunity in motion-one
people in motion toward a better
world . This is something that is often talked or wished about,
but to see it, to truly regard a moment of unified peace and
brotherhood,
is another thing altogether. It was a shift, like
the vibration of a bow string after an arrow is pulled, unseen,
but full of impact .
What's more is the teaching of commitment given by their
direct action . Those who rode or paddled were ordinary
people who gave up their everyday life to do something,
selflessly, for others, without any knowledge of what the future held, and without any guaranteed reward . It was the act
of doing for the sake of doing, and in the name of healing.
It was as if they'd said, I give up all of myself so that peace
might be possible.
Th e endurance to tr avel great distances, under extreme
hardships, was a marvel to eyewitness. A few days before
their arrival in NYC, while visiting the Institute for American
Indian Studies Museum and Research Center in Washington
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Connecticut, I had the opportunity to meet with the Dakota
Unity Riders. It was clear they were tired, but their spirits
were still lifted . The horses needed food and rest . A ceremonial fire was lit, prayers and songs were sung, and food was
shared .
Later, I had the chance to speak with Chief Gus High
Eagle, and asked him what was the most beautiful thing
he'd seen along the way . I imagined he might tell me of a
particular sunset, or a pretty meadow or mountain, having
crossed the majority of the continent on the back of a horse .
But Chief Gus surprised me . He said with certainty, "Family ."
Along the way, he got to reconnect with three generations of
relatives-his grandchildren and great grandchildren-which
had originally been separated at the Battle of Little Bighorn
in 1876.
For many Americans, the Battle of Little Bighorn has
come to be known as "The Great Misteaching."
It is one
of many historical moments that was recorded falsely and
taught with a bent toward American patriotism. Historical
moments, like this one, are still marked and celebrated each
year, despite the inaccuracy of the history that put it on the
calendar in the first place. Columbus Day and Thanksgiving
are just two that serve as shackles on the truth each year, and
perpetuate a "great chain" of discrimination
and mistreatment toward Original Peoples still very al iv e today.
Some will say, "But that was so long ago," referring to
the Battle of Wounded Knee in 1890 often viewed as the
end of US western expansion, as the last Original Peoples
were forced onto reservations . But it wasn 't an end; it was a
beginning. Next came the decades of cleansing the indige nous people of their culture and traditions; the era of forced
schooling in government appointed schools ; the years of the
rapid starvation and poverty; the continued infringement by
the US government on sovere ign lands, resulting in broken
treaties, among other offenses .
Some will still say, "But that was over a hundred years
ago, surely, things got better."
Not quite .
1
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It was not until 1978 that indigenous spiritual ceremonies
were actually made legal. Freedom of religion is something
Americans hold dear, yet it took eighty-eight years of exile
before they were "legally" permitted to practice their religion without fear of retaliation. Eighty-eight years is equal
to three generations.
Can you imagine for a moment what it
would be like to be forbidden to light a menorah or put up a
Christmas tree without penalty of imprisonment?
It's important
to note that reconciliation for past wrongs
has yet to be made to the Original Peoples . Where is the
acknowledgement
for the 3 billion acres of stolen land?
Where is the acknowledgment
for the 400 broken treaties?
Where is the acknowledgement
for the tiyapa wicaktepi, the
mass genocide? According to Chris Mato Nunpa, a retired
professor of indigenous studies at Southwest Minnesota
State University, there were 6 million native people on the
continent when the first Europeans landed in the 1500s. By
the 1900s, the count had been reduced to 237,000. He asks,
"What happened?"
The past is still present, and still unaccounted for. When
Oren Lyons asks , "How can we relate with one another?" I
believe he is asking, how can we reestablish the trust-the
white path of beads-and
move forward.
What began a hundred and twenty-three years ago, when
the US government
initiated the last forced removal of Original Peoples to reservations , is still fully alive today. Poverty,
homelessness, lack of necess itie s, like clean water, food, or
electricity, equal or greater than what we see in developing
countries, or as the result of a natural disaster, exists on reservations across the country. Where are the relief efforts?
But still you might be saying that you have nothing to do
with it-your
ancestors weren 't even part of the occupation,
or that you aren't even European. But this too is tilting the
truth. As a US citizen, today, we are all part of the laws that
are being made, the treaties being broken, the gro ss mining
and fracking being done on Native American land; we're
part of the environmental
damage caused by corporations
that encroach on reservations, resulting in polluted rivers
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and soil, further hindering indigenous
independence
to
were part
grow healthy food or fish, or have clean water .
of the voting process that made Yucca Mountain on Western
Shoshone lands in Nevada-a
sacred place equal to Mecca,
the Ganges River, the Dome of the Rock - a repository for
nuclear waste . If you weren't paying attention there isn't any
"get-out-of-responsibility"
card based on ignorance.
Our nation's past has not yet healed the wrongs it has
done against an entire people. How can we start the Great
Healing needed to move forward? It is my belief that the
healing will start with the individual , not at a state or government level. When the consciousness of the people changes,
the laws soon follow.
The healing starts with acknowledging
what was done
and is still being done to Original Peoples. It starts with holding the NFL accountable for allowing the use of a racist term
for a team name. As of last month, the Washington
state
team's owner, Dan Snyder, said he will "never" give up the
R-word . Let us be reminded that it was only in 1961 this same
team had yet to allow black players on the roster . It took the
NFL Commissioner , Pete Rozelle, and the black community,
including Jackie Robinson, to change the ban .
For anyone who thinks reparation has been made to
Original Peoples, think again. The issues are being worked
and shaped in the news, within our laws in our streets. It's
shaped with every denial a tribe receive~ trying to obtain
federal recognition. It occurs every time a biased history is
taught in schools or printed in textbooks. It's there every
time someone permits the use, or sells, "Indian" Halloween
costumes . It's shaped every moment we ignore the four decades of documented dumping of chemical toxins, like polychlorinated biphenyls that notoriously cause birth defects, in
reservation rivers.

'!'le

It's happening right now-the
very moment you're reading this-and the responsibility of every US citizen.
A Great Healing is needed .
A healing that can begin by greeting a Native American
on the street, or in a store, or at a powwow, and shaking their
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hand, the same way you would a veteran, and saying, "I'm
sorry for the wrongs that were done to your ancestors by my
ancestors, and for the wrongs still being propagated on my
watch." Healing can start by taking the time to visit a Native
American reservation to see the problems being faced on a
regular basis, whether it be alcoholism, diabetes, or inadequate education.
Healing begins by making sure you don't
go a whole lifetime never meeting at least one indigenous
person .
We need to follow beside the footsteps of those working
towards making amends, like Wesleyan University in Connecticut, that made a public apology on November 8th 2013
to all Native Nations and indigenous peoples for "partaking
in the 19th century and 20th century scientific and academic
practices of accepting Native American human remains and
other cultural items into its institution and collections without the free, prior, and informed consent of Native Nations,
indigenous
peoples, the individual, or an individual's family."
They are in the process of returning those cultural items to
the tribes .
The barriers set up by our country in 1890 are still thick
walls, but with each effort, with each step toward reconciliation, we won't have to wait another 123 years-or 400-to
see progress. Each of us can be like the bow string that
reverberates after the arrow has been released.
When a band of indigenous horse riders and paddlers
joined together
in NYC to say, let us make a path together,
they created a path of healing. As an eyewitness, I joined
them for a march across Manhattan in the name of peace .
I bore witness to a treaty that in my lifetime officially acknowledges the presence of indigenous peoples around the
world, and their plight, granting them a platform to have an
alliance in the fight against human rights violations.
We are all wayfarers, traveling at different points in life, to
different destinations . We sometimes walk alone, sometimes
with others, and if we're lucky, we will find ourselves walking
as one great chain, steeped in friendship, peace, and honoring our brothers and sisters on either side .
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Sarah Beth Campisi

Rusting
The sheets are white.
I wake up floating in cream
fabric, far earl ier
than the sun .
In the mirror ,
my face is white.
I wake up terrified,
my blood slowing
from its sprint in my ear,
as it begins to freeze.
My body does its best
to stay quiet, soft .
Months later,
the sheets are still rusted.
Thirty rounds of bleach
and still no progress.
I wonder,
will bleach cleanse my tongue
of the taste of
dirty fingernails?
The new sheets are springtime
I wake up hours after the sun
drinks its first two coffees.
My body is so full of rust,
I fear I am doomed
to the junkyard .

yellow .
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Paige Buchanan

I Am From
I am
And
I am
And
I am
And

from a small island on a big lake
from tubing over the boat wake .
from days spent swimming off Big Rock
hot days with no sun block .
from tangled hair
a childhood
with little care.

I am
And
I am
And
I am
And
I am
And

from don't drag your feet when you walk
swallow before you talk.
from the youngest branch on the family tree
agree to disagree.
from a small family with big hearts
from do your part.
from a home filled with love
unimaginable
loss.

I am
And
I am
And
I am
And

from long runs on back roads
the sounds of ribbitting toads .
from positive thoughts
if you don't know how to tie a knot tie a lot.
from stacking the firewood
the memories from my childhood.

Where are you from?
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Kathleen
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Segura

Alana Luong

Blush
"Do you know what colors are?"
At seventeen now, Logan's been trained to answer
questions like this politely, so he knows how to answer when
it's coming from her . The conditioned response consists of
a soft nod of the head and a level, "Yes." He can't be angry
at someone for not knowing something they haven't been
exposed to; he can't be frustrated because someone's curious . Granted, he's never been exposed to colors either, but
exposure doesn't equal experience in his case. It's different .
True, he's never seen blood orange or sea green,
but he knows for a fact that the first time he held his little
brother's hand days after his birth was a fluorescent yellow. It flooded
his veins and bled into his bones, radiating
through an almost toothless grin as a manifestation of pure
joy . Now he knows yellow by name when he hears his dog's
tail thumping
against the floor and when his mother's laugh
echoes through the house-just
below his father screaming
at a baseball game on TV. There's never a question as to
what yellow is .
He wishes the color he feels with her would be just as
definite .
It's an almost red that covers his skin like a sunburn,
and before he can slather sunscreen on, the warmth has
already crept through his being and infected his spirit .
Pleasant in every form, the almost-red comes around as she
does. It's in the way she says his name- delicate, like his
every detail is to be treasured. It's tucked in her laugh and
weaved in her humor . It's everything . He'd almost like to say
it 's a dull red because red is just as powerful as how he feels
for her, but the words feel like marbles in his mouth and he
knows there must be a better name .
The problem is, it's always been like this with her. It
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started as a slow burn when they were paired together

at the

museum.
"It's the experience that's important , " his teacher had
explained . He didn't complain. Rather, he thought it was
nice to be a part of everyone else's worldif only for a day.
She went along, but he could tell she didn't quite understand the importance of that trip, of normalcy.
"I can describe the art to you," she offered, looping
her arm into his like they'd known each other for years, "so
you can see it yourself ."
That was the start of almost-red .
He answered with a nod, and for the next two hours,
his world became her voice . They would stop every few seconds or so, until a painting caught her interest, and Logan
would listen to the lilt in her voice as she spoke of brushstrokes and shapes.
"This feels like blue," she explained once . "It's of
the ocean, all lonely by itself. It sounds like an old B.B. King
song." He had nodded along then with the start of almost-red spreading across his face - awestruck that someone knew how to speak in color like he did .
That was how he knew white felt like belonging.
Logan nods now- softly, patiently, as he always does
with her. "Yeah, I know what colors are," he recites, feeling
the sunburn start. The bridge of his nose and his cheeks
burn with almost-red .
"Which one is your favorite?"
Almost-red, he wants to say. He can't, of course,
because the phrase sounds dumb even in his thoughts, and
he's not brave enough to make a fool of himself when she's
around.
He considers orange. Orange, like when milk poured
out of Logan's nose because of his father's jokes at dinner
time . Purple is nice too - a close second to orange. Being
held after stumbling through black scrapes and bruises are
some of his favorite purples, but nothing quite compares to
the warmth of almost-red .
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"Yellow," Logan hums .
"That's my favorite too! " she exclaims, gripping his
shoulder as if the only way she can cope with her excitement
is through touch . Almost-red is searing through his shirt and
onto his skin . It's emitting heat from his face and his neck,
and he's certain the tips of his ears could melt through Ant arctica . And still, the name red doesn't feel right- not even
when his stomach backflips into nothing but her hand on his
shoulder, her voice, her grin that he doesn't need to see to
know.
She doesn't notice, though . Her body's screaming almost-red and tattooing itself into his skin. She adds a glee ful, "We make a good pair," and Logan knows. He knows
the name of almost-red better than yellow and purple and
green . It sounds like Ella Fitzgerald and he feels like Frank
Sinatra as the voice in his head replays the melody over and
over again .
He mindlessly answers with a smile and a mumbled,
"Yeah, we do."
But all he hears is pink , pink, pink.
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Emma Spear

Hey
Do you remember when we fell in love?
Do you remember how we were
strangers,
friends,
lovers?
And the first time you called me your lover,
how I cried from the disappointment
of being nothing more
than that (am I selfish?)
I found myself caring (too much?)
about what you did on Friday nights
and who you fucked,
and if you thought of me
(why would you?)
I found my skin burning white-hot with jealousy,
pure unabashed hatred
for the wrong hands allowed to touch
my lover (my girl?)
It's funny to think of now,
years later (five?),
walking through this zoo in rural Minnesota,
our fingers intertwined.
A middle-aged woman with her kids
shoots daggers at us with hateful eyes
(screw her)
and I squeeze your soft palm,
rudely reminded that there are people
who don't want us together,
who don't know us or care how hard we fought to be here,
together.
Hey,
do you remember when we fell in love?
Do you remember how we fell
last year,
last night,
completely
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Jenna Desmond

Aphrodite
I remove my shirt to reveal
my plump belly
My hands glide across the soft patches of skin
and tremble over the creases of pink stretch marks
across its surface
I smile, trace a stretch mark,
it is a lightning
bolt
I am on Mt. Olympus
I am Aphrodite
But Aphrodite
doesn't eat alone
she's not afraid of daggers of judgment stabbing her slim
gut
Aphrodite
doesn't hide from Gods and mortals
she can make anyone ache
with lust
Aphrodite
doesn't look in the mirror
dig her nails into her stomach
with a tear cascading down her statuesque face
desperate for a different bodyAphrodite
is not a fat girl
like me
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Adam

Mooney

A Catalog of Dead Dads
Barry will be buried with clipped-out
pocket .

obituaries

in his coat

By then, all his friends will be gone. They die yearly:
Freddy Dunn lay dead in his apartment for three days
before anyone bothered to find him. It smelled lonely .
Barry's biggest regret is going months
or visiting.
Without hugging Freddy Dunn.

without

calling

Barry can't keep a job, so he reads obituaries
for practice . He decides what he wants his to say.
He tells me
the youngest death today :
46, he says. 55, he says. 60, he says .
That's my age, he says.
I can't always tell him that I love him,
but if Freddy Dunn can die, so can Barry.
Death is in Barry's blood. He's known it since he was 13,
when he found his dad dead in a chair.
My dad will die
with obits in his hands, waiting to join them .
I'll search through his journals for his most recent draft,
print it in the paper for $2 a word,
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and I'll bury Barry with Freddy
Dunn's obituary in his coat pocket.
Sweat and regret-stained,
crumpled from Barry's hugs.
Barry knows what a dead dad does.
He wants to keep it secret.
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Curtis Atchison

You Want More?
With all the privilege and
benefits, they still have their
hands out for the few things
they still do not have .
To want WET to compensate for BET
even though th e other 99 channels
show nothing but white people on them .
To "need" WAACP because the
NAACP exists and only gives support to
Black people even though
they do not .
To desire areas that are white only
because of spaces just for minorities,
even though by numbers and racism
they have created more white only spaces
than any other race in e xistence.
To demand a white history month because
other groups have one to celebrate
their existence . Even though the
history books we get in class
focus primarily on white achievement
from cover to cover.
Even though all other histories
than are not white are electives and not
requirements .
To crave to say something racist without
being called a racist because some
rapper or comedian does . Ignoring the
work to gain trust from a community
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to earn the benefit

of a doubt.

They want us to care about their feelings .
But they don't care about ours .
Everything
is great when we
feed and entertain, but never
when we complain.
And you still want more .
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Bryanna Drew

Scituate Lighthouse Parking Lot, on an
Almost-Spring Saturday at 11 :37pm
Eyes shine dimly,
.
reflecting the weak light coming from both sides of the visor's mirror.
Knees touching chestYou're careful not to beep the horn
when you lean forward to admire the damage
done to your makeup.
You fold back the mirror and slouch in your seat,
close your eyes and
pause the music;
listen to the wind whip around your car
and bounce off the waves
I

but peace still cannot find you.

Another set of headlights
come up from behind , and you check,
again:
an unknown car
parks 7 spots away;
you're still safely hidden,
but your anxiety says otherwise;
so you look up out the drivers seat window
when you hear a car door,
and lock eyes with a familiar shadow .
And you freeze.
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A second car door closes,
and you curse yourself for forgetting:
he got a new car.
As they approach, blinkingly silhouetted
by the lighthouse light-rounds,
you think about driving away,
and you almost do- arm twitching
toward the gear shift that juts out from behind the steering
wheel, legs
unfolding from chest,
butnothat will make it worse,
so instead you scramble to hide
the evidence : tissues thrown
from seat to purse . You wipe away
the dried, blackened salt
tracts drawn down your
face- deep breath,
just in time .

Passenger door opens first:
"So this is where you ended up,"
Driver's door follows:
"Fancy seeing you here, push in."
You scooch over, up onto the center console
and both doors close - you're trapped in between .
The one to your right asks, "What are you doing here?"
Your answer is his question repeated back to him.
"We've been driving around for a while ... "
He looks up at the one on your left, but
his gaze goes unnoticed;
the one on your left is looking at you
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and repeats: "So why are you h ere 7"
.
"/just-I like coming here."
"Rig ht."
I
"I like looking at the water. ts preetty. .
Even you don't believe yourself,
such weak conviction ...
I

II

"Come on, you can talk to me."
"I don't want to talk," you say.

"When people say they want to be alone
they don't really mean it," the one on the left says,
and you're brought back to two weeks prior
when you said the same
when he wouldn't talk to you,
and you understand his frustration in your silence .
The one on your right speaks again,
this time not directed to you :
"You wont get anywhere, I tried earlier ."
Your left says, "Its probably my fault."

You try to reassure him otherwise, but then
your right asks, "Did I do something?"
"No, you're fine, you're both fine; why do you assume
you've done something wrong?
do you both just think you're horrible friends?"
A unanimous yes rings through the air,
then mutual silence stops time .

You look to your right and are met with an exhausted
Head tilted back against the seat, eyes closed.
You look to your left and see the same96

face -

His he ad r est s against your shoulder .
And you ca n' t belie ve how frag ile they both look.
Left breaks

the qu iet, "I tried jumping again today," he re-

v eals
far too c asually ; as always .
And you fight the urge to wrap your arms around him and
never let go,
And feel ashamed for wishing that Right were not here so
you

could.
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